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Abstract. A new method for explaining the Siamese neural network (SNN) as
a black-box model for weakly supervised learning is proposed under condition that
the output of every subnetwork of the SNN is a vector which is accessible. The
main problem of the explanation is that the perturbation technique cannot be used
directly for input instances because only their semantic similarity or dissimilarity
is known. Moreover, there is no an “inverse” map between the SNN output vector
and the corresponding input instance. Therefore, a special autoencoder is proposed,
which takes into account the proximity of its hidden representation and the SNN
outputs. Its pre-trained decoder part as well as the encoder are used to reconstruct
original instances from the SNN perturbed output vectors. The important features
of the explained instances are determined by averaging the corresponding changes
of the reconstructed instances. Numerical experiments with synthetic data and with
the well-known dataset MNIST illustrate the proposed method.
Keywords: Interpretable model, explainable AI, Siamese neural network, embed-
ding, autoencoder, perturbation technique
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning models, especially, deep models play an important role in making
prediction and decision for many applications. For example, computer-aided diag-
nosis systems using machine learning models for the diagnosis of various diseases
have become a key element in medical imaging and personalized medicine over the
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past few years. However, many modern efficient machine learning techniques are not
easily explainable, they are black boxes, i.e., they do not explain their predictions in
a way that humans could understand. This may be an obstacle for incorporating the
machine learning models into applied areas like medicine. Often, humans are unable
to effectively use predictions provided by the machine learning models without their
interpretation and explanation. As a result, a lot of models have been developed to
explain predictions of the deep classification and regression algorithms, for example,
deep neural network predictions [1].
A clear taxonomy for understanding the diverse forms of explanations is pro-
vided by Arya et al. [2]. Since a lot of machine learning models are black boxes,
then we mainly consider the so-called post-hoc explanations which involve auxiliary
models to explain the black-box models after it has been trained. These auxil-
iary or explanation models can also be divided into three types: example-based,
local and global models. According to the example-based approach, an instance
from the training set is selected, which could explain the behavior of a black-box
model. One of the methods implementing the example-based explanations is near-
est neighbors [3]. Local or prediction-level models focus on explaining how they
make individual predictions, namely, what features lead to the individual prediction
(see [4] for a definition). Explanations are derived by fitting an interpretable model
locally around the considered instance. Global or dataset-level models explain im-
portance of features across a dataset or a population [5]. They explain the global
relationships between features and the model predictions.
A key component of general explanations for the local models as well as for
the global models is the contribution of individual input features. A prediction is
computationally explained by assigning to each feature a number which denotes its
impact on the prediction.
One of the important machine learning tasks is to compare pairs of objects,
for example, pairs of images, pairs of data vectors, etc. The task can be solved
in the framework of the distance metric learning approach [6, 7, 8], which is based
on computing a corresponding pairwise metric function that measures a distance
between data vectors or a similarity between the vectors. The basic idea behind
the metric learning solution is that the distance between similar objects should be
smaller than the distance between different objects.
A powerful implementation of the metric learning dealing with non-linear data
structures is the so-called Siamese neural network (SNN) [9, 10]. The SNN con-
sists of two identical neural subnets sharing the same set of weights. The basic
idea behind the SNN is to train the subnets to compare a pair of feature vectors
in terms of their semantic similarity or dissimilarity. The SNN realizes a non-linear
embedding of data with the objective to bring together similar instances and to
move apart dissimilar instances. In a simplest case, when the training set is la-
belled, i.e., every instance belongs to a class, then two instances are similar if they
belong to the same class. Two instances are dissimilar if they belong to differ-
ent classes. At the same time, the SNN can be applied to the weakly supervised
case when there are no labels of training instances, but there is only a side infor-
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mation of relationship of instances, i.e., of semantic similarity or dissimilarity of
instances.
An approach to explain the Siamese neural network (SNN) as a black-box model
is proposed. The approach is agnostic to the black-box model. This means that we
do not know or do not use any details of the black-box model. Only its input and the
corresponding output are used for training the explanation model. We also assume
that the explained SNN is regarded as the black-box model in the sense that we
know input feature vectors and embedded vectors, but we do not know peculiarities
and tuning parameters of the SNN.
At the same time, to the best of our knowledge, there are no appropriate algo-
rithms for explaining the SNN which is used as a weakly supervised learning model.
Therefore, we aim to solve this explanation problem and to propose the correspond-
ing approach which allows us to get subsets of features explaining similarity and
dissimilarity of certain instances.
First of all, let us consider main difficulties of explaining the SNN. They are the
following:
1. The input vectors (instances) are semantically similar or dissimilar. Therefore,
direct distances between the input feature vectors do not have a sense. Seman-
tically dissimilar vectors may be closer to each other than semantically similar
vectors.
2. The perturbation technique cannot be used directly for input instances of the
SNN due to the possible large dimensionality of input data.
3. Prototypes cannot be defined in case of weakly supervised data. Moreover,
prototypes defined as mean values of the input vectors also do not have a sense
because the input vectors may be too different. They can be defined only by
using the output vectors (embeddings).
4. There is no an “inverse” map between the embedded vectors and the correspond-
ing input feature vectors, i.e., we do not know subsets of features in the input
vector corresponding to some features of the embedded vector.
Taking into account the fact that the distance measurement has a sense only for
the SNN output vectors, direct ideas for explaining the SNN are the following:
1. to select a predefined number of features from a pair of embeddings of semanti-
cally similar instances, which have the smallest distance between each other;
2. to select a predefined number of features from a pair of embeddings of seman-
tically dissimilar instances, which have the largest Euclidean distance between
each other;
3. to perturb the selected features in a specific way;
4. to reconstruct the obtained perturbation in order to find which features of re-
constructed instances are changed in accordance with the perturbation of em-
beddings;
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5. maximally changed features of reconstructed instances explain similarity or dis-
similarity of the considered original instances.
These ideas could be viewed as an approach for developing a SNN explanation
method, but a bottleneck of the approach is the reconstruction of instances from
the corresponding embeddings. Our experiments have shown that it is very difficult
to train a reconstruction neural network, having the embedded vectors as its input
and the original instances as its output, due to a large difference between the in-
stance dimensionality and the embedded vector size. Therefore, we propose to apply
an autoencoder (AE) of a special type in order to overcome the above difficulty and
to help for reconstructing the instances from their embeddings. The proposed AE is
trained in a way different from the standard AE. In contrast to the standard AE, it
takes into account the proximity of its hidden representation and the SNN outputs
by means of extending the corresponding loss function. The decoder part of the pre-
trained AE can be regarded as the reconstruction neural network after its additional
training by using the SNN outputs. Our numerical experiments have demonstrated
that this scheme allows us to reconstruct images (instances) with a high accuracy.
By perturbing the SNN outputs in a special way and using the trained decoder of the
AE, we can consider how these perturbations impact on the reconstructed instances.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work concerning with available ex-
planation models and the SNN applications is considered in Section 2. A detailed
description of the SNN architecture is given in Section 3. Main ideas of the proposed
SNN explanation method are discussed in Section 4. Details of the AE implemen-
tation for improving the reconstruction of original images from the corresponding
embeddings are given in Section 5. A scheme of the used perturbation technique
and the instance reconstruction is studied in Section 6. Numerical experiments
illustrating the proposed method on the basis of the synthetic dataset and the well-




There are a lot of approaches to locally explain black-box models. One of the very
popular methods is the Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations
(LIME) [11]. The main intuition of LIME is that the explanation may be derived
locally from a set of synthetic instances generated randomly in the neighborhood of
the instance to be explained such that every synthetic instance has a weight accord-
ing to its proximity to the explained instance. Several modifications of LIME have
been proposed due to success and simplicity of the method, for example, ALIME [12],
NormLIME [13], DLIME [14], Anchor LIME [15], LIME-SUP [16], LIME-Aleph [17],
SurvLIME [18]. Garreau and Luxburg [19] proposed a thorough theoretical analysis
of LIME.
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Another very popular method is the SHAP [20] and its modifications which take
a game-theoretic approach by optimizing a regression loss function based on Shapley
values [21, 22, 23, 24]. Alternative methods are influence functions [25], a multiple
hypothesis testing framework [26], and many other methods.
A large part of methods can be united as counterfactual explanations [27]. They
try to answer the question: “Why is the outcome Y obtained instead of Z?”. A sim-
plest approach to answer the question is to find the nearest training instance be-
longing to another class. As shown by Moore et al. [28], this approach strongly
depends on the size and quality of the considered training set, and it cannot find
a counterfactual that is not explicitly in the set. Therefore, a lot of new methods of
the counterfactual explanation have been developed [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
Dhurandhar et al. [36, 37] extended the counterfactual explanation by introduc-
ing the so-called contrastive explanation methods which produce explanations of the
form [36]: “An input feature vector is classified in class y because features fi1 , . . . ,
fik are present and because features fj1 , . . . , fjl are absent”.
A large part of explanation methods uses a prototype technique which selects
representative instances from training data, for instance, from instances belonging
to the same class. These instances are called prototypes [38, 39]. The explanation
methods using this technique determine how an explained instance is similar to
a prototype.
It is important to point out also that most aforementioned explanation methods
starting from LIME [11] are based on perturbation technique [40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45]. These methods assume that contribution of a feature can be determined by
measuring how prediction score changes when the feature is altered [46]. Strumbel
and Kononenko [20] propose to perturb the input feature vectors and to observe
how changes of the input features correspond to changes of the outcome. They rely
on an assumption that a feature is important and strongly impacts the outcome
if its change sufficiently changes the outcome. Perturbation techniques are model-
agnostic, i.e., perturbations can be applied to a black-box model without any need
to access the internal structure of the model. However, the perturbation technique
may meet computational difficulties when perturbed input instances have a lot of
features.
Several comprehensive surveys devoted to various explainable methods can be
found in literature [47, 48, 49, 1, 50]. A very interesting critical review of main
assumptions and statements accepted in explaining the black-box machine learning
models is provided by Rudin [51]. The review [51] considers in detail how to avoid
mistakes and incorrect assumptions in explanation models. The corresponding soft-
ware packages [52] are developed in order to simplify the explanation process for
various machine learning models.
2.2 Metric Learning and Siamese Neural Networks
A detailed description of the metric learning approaches is represented by Le Ca-
pitaine [53] and by Kulis [7]. One of the most important and popular approaches
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is to use the Mahalanobis distance as a distance metric which assumes some linear
structure of data. However, this assumption significantly restricts the applicability
of the Mahalanobis distance for comparing pairs of objects. Therefore, in order to
overcome this restriction, the kernelization of linear methods is one of the possi-
ble ways for solving the metric learning problem. Bellet et al. [6] review several
approaches and algorithms to deal with nonlinear forms of metrics. In particular,
these are the support vector metric learning algorithm provided by Xu et al. [54],
the gradient-boosted large margin nearest neighbors method proposed by Kedem
et al. [55], the Hamming distance metric learning algorithm provided by Norouzi
et al. [56]. Various methods and applications of the metric learning can be found
in [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 54, 63].
SNNs realize a non-linear embedding of data [64] and were introduced in 90s by
Bromley and LeCun to solve signature verification as an image matching problem [9].
SNNs have been widely spread in solving many application problems. In particular,
they are applied to problems of image recognition and verification [10, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69], of speaker verification [70], of visual tracking [71, 72], of novelty and anomaly
detection [73, 74], and to many different theoretical and practical problems [75, 76,
77, 78]. An important application of the SNN is one-shot learning [79] or few-shot
learning [80, 81, 82, 83], when it is supposed that there are only a few training
instances in some classes for training. A more detailed and general definition of the
one-shot and few-shot learning is given in [84].
It should be noted that the above applications present only a small part of all
applications of the SNNs. Many modifications of SNNs have been also developed,
including fully-convolutional SNNs [85], SNNs combined with a gradient boosting
classifier [86], SNNs with the triangular similarity metric [8].
3 SIAMESE NEURAL NETWORKS
Let S = {(xi,xj, zij), (i, j) ∈ K} be a dataset consisting of N pairs of feature
vectors xi ∈ Rm and xj ∈ Rm such that a binary label zij ∈ {0, 1} is assigned
to every pair (xi,xj). If both feature vectors xi and xj are semantically similar,
then zij takes value 0. If the vectors are semantically dissimilar, i.e., they corre-
spond to different classes, then zij takes value 1. This implies that the training
set S can be divided into two subsets: a similar or positive set with zij = 0 and
a dissimilar or negative set with zij = 1. It should be noted that knowledge of
classes is not necessary if we have only weak information about similarity of pairs
of instances.
The main idea of using the SNN can be formulated as follows. If there are two
feature vectors xi and xj being dissimilar, then the Euclidean distance d(xi,xj) be-
tween these feature vectors should be as large as possible. However, this may be
not a case in practice. For instance, if to consider the medicine application, then
tuberculosis and adenocarcinoma in the lung cancer diagnosis may have similar com-
puted tomography patterns, but these are quite different diseases. Adenocarcinoma
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is cancer, but tuberculosis is not. At the same time, different forms of lung cancer
may look quite differently, for instance, lepidic and squamous cell carcinoma. In
this case, the Euclidean distance d(xi,xj) may be rather large, but it should be
as small as possible. In other words, the Euclidean distance d(xi,xj) often does
not correspond to semantic similarity of objects. Therefore, we have to consider
not the distance between feature vectors themselves, but the distance between new
feature representations or embeddings denoted as hi = (h
(i)
1 , . . . , h
(i)
D ) ∈ RD and
hj = (h
(j)
1 , . . . , h
(j)
D ) ∈ RD, which fulfil the conditions of distances and similar-
ity, i.e., the Euclidean distance d(hi,hj) between vectors hi and hj should be as
small (large) as possible for a pair of objects with zij = 0 (zij = 1). At that,
every vector hi is a map f of xi to a low-dimensional space, i.e., hi = f(xi)
and hj = f(xj). The function f is implemented by every subnetwork in the
SNN.
A standard architecture of the SNN given in the literature (see, for example, [10])
is shown in Figure 1. It consists of two identical neural subnets which are trained
to compare a pair of feature vectors in terms of their semantic similarity or dissim-
ilarity.
Figure 1. The architecture of the SNN
It should be noted that there are many specific loss function for training the
SNN [6, 53, 8], which solve the problem of the object comparison. One of the
functions is the contrastive loss function defined as
l(xi,xj, zij) =
{
‖hi − hj‖22 , zij = 0,
max(0, τ − ‖hi − hj‖22), zij = 1,
(1)
where τ is a predefined threshold.




l(xi,xj, zij) + µR(W ). (2)
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Here R(W ) is a regularization term added to improve generalization of the neural
network; W is the matrix of the neural subnet parameters; µ is a hyper-parameter
which controls the strength of the regularization.
It is assumed below that the outputs hi and hj are known for every pair (xi,xj).
4 A GENERAL IDEA FOR EXPLAINING THE SNN
First of all, we have to define what is the meaning of the semantically similar and
dissimilar instances from the interpretation point of view. In other words, we have
to explain why two instances xi and xj are semantically similar or dissimilar, i.e.,
which features of the instances make them similar or dissimilar. This is not a trivial
question because the similarity of two instances and the distance between them in
the input space may be not correlated. Therefore, it is difficult to apply various
techniques, for example perturbation schemes, to the input examples. However,
the similarity and the distance can be considered in the output space, where the
distance between embeddings hi and hj corresponding to similar examples is sup-
posed to be rather small, and the distance between embeddings corresponding to
dissimilar examples is large. This implies that there are features of the vectors hi
and hj, which determine the similarity of input instances by comparing the corre-
sponding distances between these features. These features can be called important
features.
In order to explain the important features defining the semantic similarity and
dissimilarity, we consider a simple example. Suppose that embeddings consist of two
features h1 and h2, i.e., D = 2. Three 2-dimensional vectors are shown in Figure 2
in the form of small circles and a triangle. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the first
and the second points correspond to semantically similar instances because they are
close to each other. It is obvious that the first and the third points are semantically
dissimilar because they are far from each other. The semantic similarity of points 1
and 2 is defined by feature h2 because distance dsimilar is smallest. This implies
that the second feature can be viewed as important for semantic similarity of two
instances. It should be noted that points 1 and 2 are close to each other also due
to feature h1. However, its impact is smaller in comparison with the impact of
feature h2. We can say the same about the first and the third points. They are
dissimilar due to feature h1 because the large distance ddissimilar defines the semantic
dissimilarity of the instances. This implies that the first feature can be viewed as
important for semantic dissimilarity of instances 1 and 3.
In sum, we have a rule for determining important features of embeddings, which
define semantic similarity and dissimilarity of input examples. The main problem is
that we do not know how these important features of embeddings are connected with
the corresponding original instances because there is no an “inverse” map from em-
beddings to input instances. Therefore, in order to solve the interpretation problem,
we have to construct this “inverse” map and to find features of the input instances
which correspond to important features of embeddings. If we had such the “in-
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Figure 2. Pairs of semantically similar (1 and 2) and dissimilar (1 and 3) instances whose
embeddings consist of two features (h1 and h2)
verse” map, then the problem would be solved by perturbing the important features
of embeddings and analyzing the corresponding changes of the input instances.
One of the ways for implementing the “inverse” map is to train a reconstruc-
tion neural network with embeddings h as inputs and the corresponding input in-
stances x as outputs. However, our experiments have shown that this reconstruc-
tion network is overfitted and does not allow to correctly reconstruct the input
instances especially when the number of training instances is not large and the in-
stances x are images of a high dimensionality. It turns out that it is simpler to
train an AE and then to use its pre-trained decoder part for additional training
and for reconstruction. Therefore, our idea is to train the AE whose inputs are
instances x, its code (the hidden representation) is close to the embedding vector h.
The trained decoder part of the AE can be used as a pre-trained reconstruction
neural network which transforms embeddings h into instances x. Moreover, this
reconstruction neural network can be additionally trained by using embeddings h
and instances x.
Having important features of vectors hi and hj and the trained reconstruction
neural network, we perturb the features in accordance with the following rules. If the
pair of similar instances is analyzed, then the features are perturbed to reduce the
distance between these important features. The perturbation of important features
of dissimilar instances is carried out to increase the distance between them. Changes
of the reconstructed instances produce the corresponding heatmaps explaining sim-
ilarity or dissimilarity of two input instances.
Perturbations aim at describing how the output of the explained model changes
when one or more input features are perturbed. The intuition of the technique
is that the more a model’s response depend on a feature, the more predictions or
some output score change with the corresponding feature changes. The perturbation
scheme can be regarded as one of the interesting approaches to the model interpre-
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tation development and to the explainer evaluation [44]. Suppose there is a feature
vector x ∈ Rm that is slightly perturbed to a new vector x + δ, where δ is a small
perturbation that does not alter the meaning of the data point, i.e., the vector x + δ
remains the similarity relationship with other vectors from the training set without
changes. The perturbation scheme can be also viewed in the framework of a sensitiv-
ity analysis method which aims to consider how the output of the explainable model
changes when one or more input features are perturbed. Perturbation methods have
the advantages of a straightforward interpretation, as they are a direct measure of
the marginal effect of some input features to the output [40]. Moreover, pertur-
bation schemes can be simply implemented, and they can be applied to post-hoc
models.
Finally, the proposed method for explaining the SNN can be represented by
means of an algorithm consisting of two parts. The first part aims to train the
additional AE with a special loss function, which plays a partial role of the ex-
plainer. It aims to reconstruct the input instances from the training set and to
take into account the SNN output. The second part is to train the decoder of the
pre-trained AE, to perturb the embedding vectors at the SNN output, to use the
decoder in order to reconstruct the perturbed embeddings and to observe the fea-
tures of the reconstructed vectors which are changed due to the perturbation of
embeddings.
Let us consider every part of the above algorithm in detail. Suppose that we
have a trained SNN as a black-box model. For every input instance xi, we have
the corresponding embedding vector hi ∈ RD such that hi = f(xi). For the sake of
clarity, we will call instances xi as images whereas the embeddings will be called as
vectors.
5 PRE-TRAINING OF THE AE
Suppose that inputs of the proposed AE are images xi. Then we expect to get
reconstructed images x∗i as its outputs. The corresponding loss function Lrecon AE






‖xi − x∗i ‖
2
2 . (3)
A regularization term is not written here because it will be used later. In order
to use the pre-trained decoder for reconstruction of vector hi ∈ RD, the AE has to be
trained in a special way. First of all, the length of a part of its hidden representation
has to coincide with the length of vector h, which is equal to D. Second, the loss
function should take into account proximity of vectors hi and the corresponding
vectors of the AE hidden representation denoted as bi ∈ RD, i.e., we need to have
the vectors bi in the hidden layer coinciding with the vectors hi obtained by means
of the SNN. Therefore, we propose to change the loss function for training the AE
by adding the loss function Lclose in the following way:
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Lautoen(W ) = γLrecon AE(W,xi,x
∗









‖hi − bi‖22 + λR(W ). (4)
Here R(W ) is a regularization term, λ is a hyper-parameter which controls the
strength of the regularization; W is the set of the neural network weights; γ and µ
are parameters that control the interaction of the loss function terms.
Figure 3. The autoencoder training scheme
One of the problems here is a case when D is small. Hence, the AE may
provide the unsatisfactory reconstruction if the hidden representation is of a too
small size. Therefore, for improving the presented architecture, it is proposed to
enlarge the hidden representation of the AE, i.e., the vector bi by means of its
concatenation with a vector ai ∈ RA. As a result, we get the vector ci = (bi||ai) ∈
RD+A, where (bi||ai) denotes the concatenation operation of vectors bi and ai. The
enlarged embedding allows us to improve the decoder training. In the same way,
we later enlarge the outputs of the SNN, which contain vectors (hi||ai) ∈ RD+A
of the same dimensionality. Before training the AE, we assume that the vector
ai concatenated with the SNN output is arbitrary, for example, with zero-valued
elements.
A scheme of the first part of the explanation algorithm is shown in Figure 3. It
can be seen from the scheme that the AE is trained by using embedding vectors hi
from subnetworks of the SNN and the input images xi.
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The pre-trained decoder part as well as the trained encoder part of the AE can
be used for additional training and for reconstruction of the perturbed embeddings
that is for implementing the second part of the algorithm. The use of the AE
allows us to significantly simplify the training process and to get acceptable vector
reconstructions. It should be noted that an architecture of the encoder differs from
the architecture of a subnetwork of the SNN because we consider the SNN as a black
box whose architecture is unknown.
6 PERTURBATION OF EMBEDDINGS
AND THE INSTANCE RECONSTRUCTION
The second part of the explanation algorithm, including the perturbation and the
image reconstruction is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. A scheme of the second part of the explanation algorithm
The pre-trained decoder can be again trained by using only vectors hi from the
SNN output and vectors ai from the AE encoder output. The concatenated vector
(hi||ai) is the decoder input, the reconstructed image x#i is the decoder output. The
loss function is the standard Euclidean distance between images x#i and xi. It is
important to note that the vector ai is computed by means of the encoder part of
the AE. The set of all vectors ai corresponding to all training instances could be
separately stored in order to avoid the repeated use of the encoder. However, this
can be done only for training. When we have new instances, the encoder has to
be used. If the SNN outputs are not so small, then the AE hidden representation
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can have the same size as vectors hi. In this case, A = 0 and vectors ai as well as
the encoder are not needed, and the scheme of the second part of the explanation
algorithm is simplified.
For a new pair of images xi and xj, we find vectors hi and hj as outputs of
the SNN. If the images are semantically similar, then we find a predefined number
of important features in hi and hj with smallest distances. There are different
ways for choosing important features. The first way is just to define the number of
important features s < D such that the index set J ⊆ {1, . . . , D} consists of s indices




k , k = 1, .., D. In
this case, the value of s can be regarded as a tuning parameter. The second way is to
define a threshold α of the relative Euclidean distances rk ∈ [0, 1] between important
features of two vectors hi and hj. It is supposed that features are important if there
holds
rk =
∣∣∣h(i)k − h(j)k ∣∣∣
maxl=1,...,D
∣∣∣h(i)l − h(j)l ∣∣∣ ≤ α, k = 1, . . . , D. (5)
Then the index set J of important features is defined as
J = {k : rk ≤ α}. (6)
In the same way, we define the rule for important features of the semantically
dissimilar images. In particular, features in hi and hj with largest distances can be
viewed ad important features.
By having a set of important features, we can perturb them to study how the
important features of the SNN outputs impact on the original images xi and xj.
The trained decoder is used to reconstruct images from hi + δi and hj + δj and to
investigate how features of the reconstructed images x#i and x
#
j are changed. Here
δi and δj are the perturbation vectors such that indices of their non-zero elements
are from the index set J , other elements are equal to zero. In sum, we have the




j , the index set J of
important features of embeddings. Important features as an example (two features)
in hi and hj are shown by dashed cells in Figure 4. The perturbed vectors hi and
hj are fed to the corresponding decoders in order to get the reconstructed images
x#i and x
#
j which depends on perturbations.
Suppose that the perturbation δ of an embedding leads to the changed ith feature
x#i (δ) of the reconstructed image x
#. After generating the random vector δ many











It should be noted that Ti may be positive as well as negative. If we consider
the visual interpretation, then all values of Ti are scaled to be in interval [−1, 1].
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Finally, we compute absolute values T ∗i of Ti in order to visualize the largest changes.
The heatmaps explaining the considered instances are determined from condition
T ∗i ≥ β, i.e., they have largest changes of the reconstructed instance. Here β is
a threshold of relative changes of features, which can be regarded as another tuning
parameter.
The perturbation vectors are randomly generated in the following way. Suppose
that the index set J consists of s elements. First, we generate the vector δ in the
s-sphere defined as B = {δ ∈ Rs : |δ| = R} with some predefined radius R. There
are several methods for the uniform sampling of points δ in the s-sphere with the
unit radius R = 1, for example, [87, 88]. Then every generated point is multiplied by
R. Moreover, we take vectors δ only from a part of the s-sphere. This part is defined
by a hyper-quadrant, which the second embedding hj is located in, under condition
that the vector hi is in the origin of coordinates. The radius is defined as a portion
of the Euclidean distance d(hj,hi) between hj and hi, i.e., R = q · d(hj,hi), where
q is also a tuning parameter.
7 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
7.1 A Synthetic Example
One of the questions of the SNN explanation is to understand how the instances may
be semantically similar or dissimilar and how to explain the important features of
the instances, which are responsible for the semantics. This question is not trivial.
Indeed, we simply and logically understand the similarity or dissimilarity at the
embedding level because they depend on the distance between vectors. However,
the similarity or dissimilarity of images are semantic and, therefore, not obvious.
In order to see what the similarity and dissimilarity mean for images, we consider
a synthetic example. We consider two types of randomly generated images: triangles
and circles. Sizes of triangles and circles may be different and random. All images
are of 28× 28 pixels.
The SNN as well as the AE are implemented in Python by using the Keras
package with Tensorflow. They are trained on the generated set of images with
circles and triangles. The length of the hidden representation layer of the AE is 41,
i.e., vector h consists of 32 features (D = 32), and vector a is of the length 9. The
hyper-parameter µ, which controls the strength of the regularization is 0.02. The
loss function for training the SNN is of the form:
l(xi,xj, zij) =
{ (
‖hi − hj‖22 − ω
)2
, zij = 0,(
max(0, τ − ‖hi − hj‖22)
)2
, zij = 1.
(8)
Here ω is an intraclass margin which is introduced to diverse instances of the
same class. It can be seen from (8) that the loss function differs from (1). The
function (8) is used because embeddings of similar instances are too close to each
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other. A simple way to make them different is to introduce the margin ω which sets
the minimal distance between embeddings equal to ω.
Numerical results are shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 such that every figure contains
numerical results of 6 experiments depending on the value of important features s for
perturbation. Every experiment is represented by means of four pictures or two pairs
of pictures. The first pair (vertically) consists of original images, whose similarity
or dissimilarity has to be explained, overlapped by the corresponding heatmaps.
The second pair of pictures is the heatmaps of features explaining the similarity or
dissimilarity. It is important to note that the heatmaps are obtained by using the
pre-trained autoencoder.
Figure 5. Examples of semantically similar images (triangles) and the explanation
heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the semantic similarity of triangles is defined
starting from angles of the triangles (see the corresponding pictures of heatmaps by
s = 2). This is a very interesting result. Indeed, the triangles are intuitively similar
by angles. Sides of triangles also play some role in explanation, but they may be
like some parts of small circles due to the low resolution of images. It can be seen
from pictures by increasing the value of s = 4, 6, 8. We get sides of triangles as
important features. It is interesting to note that insides of the triangles almost do
not participate in the explanation though these are solid on the original images and
differ from the background color. It is also interesting to see that that increasing of
s does not necessarily leads to increasing the important features of the reconstructed
images. For example, the number of important features by s = 12 is less than by
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s = 10. This is due to the fact that some new perturbations mask changes the
previous perturbations.
Figure 6. Examples of semantically similar images (circles) and the explanation heatmaps
for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
When we look at Figure 6, it can be seen that the circles are like rectangles
with chamferings due to the low resolution. It is also an interesting case, because
the similarity is observed mainly in chamferings, and it covers sides only partially
by increasing s.
But the most interesting cases are shown in Figures 7 and 8, where the semantic
dissimilarity is studied. Two cases are studied:
1. The original triangle is small and the circle is large.
2. The original triangle is large and the circle is small.
It is clearly seen from the first pictures that the dissimilarity is explained by angles
of triangles and by chamferings of circles. Indeed, triangles as well as “rectangles-
circles” have sides as similar elements. They do not explain the semantic dissim-
ilarity. Only angles of triangles and chamferings are really different. The sides of
triangles and the whole circles become important only by large values of s. We
intentionally consider the images of the low resolution in order to see some pecu-
liarities of explaining the “wrong” rectangle and the “wrong” circle. It is again
important to point out that insides of the pictures do not participate in the expla-
nation.
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Figure 7. Examples of semantically dissimilar images (large circles and small triangles)
and the explanation heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Figure 8. Examples of semantically dissimilar images (small circles and large triangles)
and the explanation heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
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Architectures of the SNN and the AE are not provided for these numerical
examples because they are stated to understand the meaning of the similarity and
dissimilarity explanations. However, the corresponding architectures for explaining
results obtained on the MNIST dataset are given below.
7.2 MNIST
The proposed explanation method is studied by applying the MNIST dataset which
is a commonly used large dataset of 28x28 pixel handwritten digit images [89]. It
has a training set of 60 000 instances, and a test set of 10 000 instances. The digits
are size-normalized and centered in a fixed-size image. The dataset is available at
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/. If two digits from the MNIST dataset are
identical, i.e., they belong to the same class, then they are semantically similar. If
two digits are different, then they are semantically dissimilar.
7.3 Architecture of Neural Networks
Layer Dimension Activation
Input 28× 28 –
Conv1 28× 28× 4 ReLU
Pooling1 14× 14× 4 –
Flatten 784 –
Dense1 128 ReLU
Output (Dense2) 20 Tanh
Table 1. An architecture of every subnetwork of the SNN for the MNIST dataset
Layer Dimension Activation
Input 28× 28 –
Conv1 28× 28× 8 ReLU
Pooling1 14× 14× 8 –
Conv2 14× 14× 16 ReLU




Reshape 7× 7× 16 –
Up-Sampling 14× 14× 16 –
Conv3 14× 14× 8 ReLU
Up-Sampling 28× 28× 8 –
Output (Conv4) 20 Sigmoid
Table 2. An architecture of the AE for the MNIST dataset
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Figure 9. Examples of semantically similar images of digits 4 from the MNIST dataset
and the explanation heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Figure 10. Examples of semantically similar images of digits 5 from the MNIST dataset
and the explanation heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
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Figure 11. Examples of semantically dissimilar images of digits 3 and 5 from the MNIST
dataset and the explanation heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Figure 12. Examples of semantically dissimilar images of digits 7 and 9 from the MNIST
dataset and the explanation heatmaps for s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
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An architecture of the SNN for experiments with the MNIST dataset is shown
in Table 1. Every subnetwork is implemented as a convolutional network having
a convolutional layer (Conv1), a max pooling layer (Pooling1), flatten layer (Flat-
ten), which transforms a two-dimensional matrix into a vector, two dense layers
(Dense1 and Dense2), which are represented by fully connected networks. Parame-
ters of the loss function (8) are µ = 0.0005, ω = 0.5, τ = 3.
An architecture of the AE is shown in Table 2. The encoder part consists
of two convolutional layers (Conv1 and Conv2), two max pooling layers (Pooling1
and Pooling2), flatten layer (Flatten). The decoder part consists of a dense layer
(Dense), a reshape layer to change dimensions (Reshape), two upsampling layers
and two convolutional layers (Conv3 and Conv4).
The length of the hidden representation layer is 26, i.e., vector h consists of 20
features (D = 20), and vector a is of the length 6.
7.4 Results
Numerical results illustrating the explanation method on the MNIST dataset are
shown in Figures 9, 10, 11, 12. The figures have the same structure as Figures 5, 6,
7, 8, i.e., every figure contains numerical results of 6 experiments depending on the
value of important features s for perturbation.
Figures 9 and 10 show semantically similar digits 4 and 5, respectively. It can
be seen from pictures in Figure 9 that the selected features indicate peculiarities
of the digit 4, which differ from other digits. In particular, the important features
are located at the upper part of the digit and its middle part. The same can be
said about the digit 5 shown in Figure 10. The important features are concen-
trated at the middle part of the digits and partially select their upper curve. We
again see from Figures 9 and 10 that the semantic similarity of pairs of original
images is clearly exhibited by means of important features which explain this sim-
ilarity.
Figures 11 and 12 show semantically dissimilar digits 3,5 and 7,9, respectively.
The explanation of the semantic dissimilarity is very explicit in Figure 11. Indeed,
the selected important features are inherent in the difference of two digits. Figure 12
is also very demonstrative. It can be seen from Figure 12 that only the parts of
digits 7 and 9 are selected for explanation that characterize differences between the
different digits. It is interesting to note that the slanting vertical slashes are not
selected for explanation because they are common for these two digits. They are
only partly selected when s = 12, i.e., features of embeddings responsible for the
semantic similarity begin to act.
It can be also concluded from all the considered examples that the choice of
a proper value of parameter s is not a trivial task. It can be solved by enumerating
several values s and depends on many factors: datasets, the length of embeddings,
the dimensionality of images, etc.
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8 CONCLUSION
A new method for explaining the SNN results under condition of the weakly super-
vised learning has been presented in this paper. Basic ideas behind the method are
comparisons of the explained instances at the embedding level and reconstruction
of the embedding feature vectors by means of the separately trained decoder and
the encoder of the AE in order to analyze the impact of the embedding vector per-
turbations on the reconstructed features of original instances. It should be noted
that the main elements of the proposed method such as the AE with the extended
loss function and the perturbation technique can be implemented independently of
a structure of the explained SNN. This implies that the proposed method can be ap-
plied to various applications using SNNs. The method can be also used when there
is information about classes of training data. This case can be viewed as a special
case of the considered explanation approach.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no explanation methods applied to
the SNN. Therefore, we do not compare the proposed method with the well-known
methods such as LIME, SHAP, etc.
One of the limitations of the proposed approach is a possible small amount of
training data in order to train the AE. The SNN is trained on pairs of instances
such that the number of pairs may be large even by a small number of original
instances. However, the AE has to be trained only by using the available data.
One of the ways to overcome this problem is to train the AE on concatenated
pairs of original instances. However, our experiments have shown that this obvious
way may lead to the unsatisfactory reconstruction. Therefore, a modification of
the method taking into account the lack of the sufficient amount of training data
is a direction for further research. Another limitation is a rather large number of
tuning parameters, including the number of important features, the length of the
AE hidden representation, etc. Some efficient rules for restricting their values can
be also regarded as a direction for further research.
It is important to note that the idea to reconstruct original instances from
embeddings by means of the AE with the modified loss function can be applied
not only to SNNs, but to different neural networks which implement the feature
extraction procedures. If we have information about output feature extracted vectors
of the neural networks, then the corresponding results can be explained in the same
way. The main difference is that prototypes of classes should be used in order to
select the important extracted features instead of output vectors of the SNN. In other
words, in order to explain an original instance, the corresponding feature extracted
vector is compared with the prototype of the class of this instance, and the nearest
features are selected for their perturbation. In the same way, the counterfactual
explanation technique can be applied by considering the prototypes of other classes.
A detailed study of these extensions of the proposed method is another direction for
further research.
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